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Country: South Sudan 

Highlights 

 WFP distributes nearly 19,000 mt of food assistance, reaching 

more than 1.5 million in the month of November. From January to 
November 2015, WFP has assisted 1.4 million people with 102,000 mt of 

emergency food and nutrition assistance under its Emergency Operation 
and 1.4 million with 75,100 mt through various activities under its 
Protracted Relief and Recovery Operation. A total of 2.8 million people 
have been reached across the country with over 177,000 mt of food 
commodities between January and November 2015. 

 Distributions ongoing in Dablual. For the first time since July 2015 and 

after rigorous access negotiations, a WFP mobile team was able to reach 

the Mayendit county (Unity state) location. Today, 18 December, seven 
airdrop rotations were successfully completed. An estimated 36,000 are 
expected to be reached in this critical response to a difficult-to-reach 
population.  

 

WFP Response 

Food and Nutrition Assistance  

 WFP and Cooperating Partners’ IRRM teams completed missions in Old Fangak (Jonglei), Wathjak and 

Athidway (Upper Nile) this week. 

 Teams are currently deployed in Nyambor, 

Pultruk, Katdalok, Kurneyoun (Jonglei), Mankien, 

Dablual (Unity), Pagak, Maiwuit and Gai reang 
(Upper Nile).  

 Upcoming planned missions will cover Wai, 

Ayueldit, Duk Poktap, Jiech, Chuil, Pading 
(Jonglei), Buaw, Koch, Mir Mir, Thaker, Rubkuay, 
Nyal, Ganyiel (Unity), Gum, Kiechkuon, Mading 
and Riang (Upper Nile).  

 In November, WFP reached just under 895,800 

people, mostly outside of UNMISS POC sites in 
the Greater Upper Nile region, with 
approximately 13,300 mt of food under its 
EMOP. Through its PRRO, which includes 
unconditional assistance to refugees and those in 
the Abyei contested area as well as recovery 

activities (such as Food for Assets and Food for 
Education), WFP distributed 5,300 mt to about 
632,900 people.  

 

Logistics 

 As a result of insecurity in the Greater Equatoria states and poor road conditions, the main supply route to 

western and north-western parts of the country has been cut off. The resupply of fuel, particularly Jet A1 and 
other goods, has been hampered, causing a negative impact on WFP’s air operations out of Wau. With the 
limited stocks of Jet-A1 available there for both WFP Logistics food deliveries and UNHAS’s passenger flights, 

the IL-76 has had to temporarily suspend deliveries out of Wau so as not to disrupt humanitarian staff 
movement.  

 WFP is planning to relocate the Wau-based IL-76 to Entebbe, Uganda. Necessary clearances are in progress for 

the relocation of the asset.  

 

In numbers  
1.66 million IDPs (OCHA 

estimates) 

646,000 displaced outside South 
Sudan (UNHCR estimates) 

185,000 seeking shelter with the 
UN (UNMISS estimates) 

2.4 million projected to remain in 
emergency or crisis level food 
insecurity from October to 
December 2015 (IPC, September 
2015) 

Photo: WFP/Christopher Knight 



 

1.  

Logistics (continued) 

 The public holidays in Ethiopia, which necessitated 

the relocation of the IL-76 based in Gambella to 
Entebbe, have ended. The aircraft is being 

returned to Gambella and is expected to 
recommence airdrops on 18 December. 

 The convoy that departed Juba on 12 December 

with UNMISS Force Protection arrived Mundri, 
without major incident. The next convoy is 
planned for 22 December to north-western 
locations (pending reopening of the main supply 

route), Rumbek, Wau and Aweil. 

 Since 01 January 2015, WFP has dispatched 

203,530 mt of food commodities including 
prepositioning, of which a total of 54,982 mt has 
been airlifted or airdropped from within South 
Sudan and from Ethiopia and Uganda.  

     Special Operations   
 

Food Security and Livelihoods Cluster 

 FSL Cluster submitted a strategy paper for the first 

2016 CHF Standard Allocation and then 

successfully defended its proposal on 17 
December. 

 FSL Cluster provided support for deep field/state 

level coordination by deploying one of its state 
level coordinators to Upper Nile for one week. 

 

Logistics Cluster 

 This past week, the Logistics Cluster delivered 62 

mt to Adok, Athiedway, Bentiu, Ganyiel, Jiech, 
Jikmir, Leer, Kok (Loth), Malakal, Mandeng, 
Mathiang, Nyal, Pagil, Thonyor, Walgak, Wau 

Shilluk (via Malakal), and Wichdeng on behalf of 
12 organizations. 

 The Logistics Cluster is currently supporting high 

priority responses into Leer county. This week, 
approximately 14.2 mt of nutrition, shelter and 
operational support supplies have been delivered. 

 Preparations for the next Logistics Cluster barge to 

Malakal are ongoing in Bor. Loading is expected to 
begin in early January. 

 The primary constraints to air operations this week 

included crew illness, partner delays/cancellations, 
and congestion at Bor and Juba airports. 

 With the onset of the dry season, more roads are 

becoming accessible. The most recent access 
constraints map can be found at the following link: 

http://www.logcluster.org/map/access-constraints
-map-11-december-2015  

Emergency Telecommunications  Cluster 

(ETC)  

 In Bentiu, the radio communication services for 

the humanitarian community has been significantly 
improved through the deployment of two new 

additional radio repeater channels: one assigned 
for the NGO community and one for UNHAS 
operations.  

 The repeaters have been installed on the newly 

constructed 30-meter telecommunications tower, 
which will allow significantly improved coverage.  

 On-site security telecommunications support is 

being provided to all humanitarians and their 
radios programmed as requested.  

 Due to the volume of security telecommunications 

needs and the high turnover of staff in this area, 

the ETC is planning a new mission to Bentiu to 
provide radio training and technical support.  

 The 2016 ETC strategy will focus on supporting the 

humanitarian community through coordination, 
building partnerships and brokering services. 
Although maintaining its key function of provider 
of last resort, strategically prepositioning 

equipment for fast deployment, the ETC will hand-
over the management of its ongoing internet 
services to identified on-site lead organizations by 
the end of 2015.   

 In line with the 2016 strategy, an ETC hand-over 

mission in Ganyiel and Nyal was concluded and an 
ad-hoc cost-sharing model is being finalized with 

the local partners.   

 During the reporting period, 43 radios were 

programmed for UN and NGO partners.  

 

UN Humanitarian Air Service 

 UNHAS performed security evacuations of five 

World Relief staff members out of Buaw town 
(central Unity) due to increasing insecurity in the 
area.  

 Three special flights were facilitated in support of 

ongoing inter-agency response missions in Leer 
and Thonyor (both in Leer county, Unity). An inter

-agency mission to Katdalok was also supported 
during the week. 

 On behalf of UNICEF, UNHAS facilitated a charter 

flight for the reunification of 22 children with their 
families in Akobo and accommodated two other 
children on the regular flight to Yuai. 

 Four medical evacuation cases were 

accommodated on UNHAS regular flights out of 

Malakal, Waat,  Ajuong Thok and Yida on behalf of 
MSF-Spain, Save the Children and UNHCR.  

 UNHAS facilitated WFP and Cooperating Partners’ 

Rapid Response Mobile team deployments in and 
out of Dablual, Gai-reang, Gorwai, Jiech, 

Kiechkuon, Mankien, Mayendit, Old Fangak and 
Wathjak. 

 This week UNHAS transported 2,451 passengers 

and 16.2 mt of light cargo. 

 

Feeder Roads  

 Nothing significant to report. 
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http://www.logcluster.org/map/access-constraints-map-11-december-2015
http://www.logcluster.org/map/access-constraints-map-11-december-2015
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Contacts 

 WFPSouthSudan.Crisis@wfp.org 
 

 Jochebed Louis-Jean, Reports Officer 

   jochebed.louis-jean@wfp.org 
 

 George Fominyen, Communications Officer 

   george.fominyen@wfp.org 

Resourcing Update 

Project 2016 Requirements 

(US$) 
Six-month 

shortfall 

(US$) 

EMOP 200859 $424.4 million $69 million 

PRRO 200572 $276 million $35.5 million 

SO 200775 

(Food Security) 
$0.585 million $0.6 million 

SO 200786 

(UNHAS) 
$58.6 million $18.2 million 

SO 200778 

(Logistics) 
$34.9 million $12 million 

SO 200791 

(ETC) 
$0.66 million $0.7 million 

Total $795 million $136 million 

Feeder Roads operations has a budget of US$167.3 million, 
with a shortfall of US$73.6 million. 

*Since 01 January 2015  
Not included: UN CHF, World Bank and Private Donors 

WFP South Sudan donors (listed alphabetically)*: 

mailto:WFPSouthSudan.Crisis@wfp.org
mailto:Elisa%20PERSICO%20%3celisa.persico@wfp.org%3e
mailto:george.fominyen@wfp.org

